
Their smile is
contagious!



Zibou
Ref. ORZIB01

Milsabor
Ref. ORMIL01

Matou-vu
Ref. ORMAT01

Dragonosaure
Ref. ORDRA01

Rounard
Ref. ORROU01

Les Crapaks 
Have you heard of Les Crapaks, a happy 
band of brightly-coloured cushions with big 
round eyes and toothy smiles? 

As you’ll soon find out, they’re full of character. If you adopt 
one it’ll follow you all round the house and join in your 
adventures. It’ll play with you, watch over you in your sleep 
and delete the word “dull” from your vocabulary for good. Les 
Crapaks are little bundles of delight – always happy, but not 
always well-behaved!

30 x 30 cm — Various colours. Cotton, corduroy, polyester. 
Anti-allergic polyester stuffing. Machine-washable at low 
temperatures. Certified compliant with European safety 
standards.



Les Bébés Crapaks 
Faithful friends at home, Baby Skewies can 
also be stowed away and taken everywhere.

Can’t imagine a well-behaved Baby Skewie? Don’t be fooled 
by the peace and quiet – it’s just a ploy to tag along with you 
unnoticed… It won’t last!

23 x 17 cm — Various colours. Cotton, corduroy, polyester. 
Anti-allergic polyester stuffing. Machine-washable at low 
temperatures. Certified compliant with European safety 
standards.

Bébé Nécureuil
Ref. BBNEC01

Bébé Zozio
Ref. BBZOZ01

Bébé Lapinpin
Ref. BBLAP01

Bébé Rounard
Ref. BBROU01
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Les Crapasacs 
But why the worried look? Afraid of being 
bitten? Don’t worry, your biting bag will only 
munch your friends’ biscuits and will always 
save his best and biggest smile for you.

Designed to go with you to the crèche or nursery, biting 
bags are also a must for your PE classes, an afternoon at 
grandma’s, playing round at a friend’s or a picnic on the 
beach. On your back or over your shoulder, the biting bag 
follows you everywhere and takes your greatest treasures out 
to discover the world.

30,5 x 23 cm — Various colours. Coated cotton, polyester.

Craboum!
Ref. LUNCOM

Dragon
Ref. LUNDRA

Plumes
Ref. LUNPLU

Petits pois
Ref. LUNPOI
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Les Cratables
For our little crapakies’ school days, Cratable 
is the perfect companion to keep smiling 
throughout the day.

Slightly larger than the Crapasac, this backpack is suitable for 
the kindergarten, while keeping enough space for the lunch, 
the blanky and an A4 road book.

31 x 23 x 10 cm — Backpack — Various colours. Coated cotton, polyester.

Waterproof, the Cratables and Troussourires 
are easy to handle and to clean. They proudly 
display the crapakiens colors and patterns!

NEW - APRIL 

2015
Les Troussourires
Pencil cases or toilet kits, the Troussourires 
match perfectly the Crapasacs and Cratables. 
Bring your happyness everywhere: in the 
classroom, in your explorations… or at 
Grandma and Grandpa !

15 x 25 cm — Kit — Various colours. Coated cotton, polyester.
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You will find on our website www.crapaks.com/eng the 
story and character of each Crapak and the list of our shops.

For questions and inquiries, please contact us at 
 hello@crapaks.com we will reply as soon as possible!

Find us on our Facebook page, you will find all of your 
favorite model anecdotes, pictures from fans and events!

facebook.com/lescrapaks

Their characteristics
Characters
Les Crapaks are first and foremost objects that have 
become characters. Blankies, heroes of the nap! Cushions, 
adventurers of the couch! Backpacks, your journeys’s fellows! 
Beware, their smile is contagious :)

The design
The design of Les Crapaks must make you smile! Cockeyed, 
a mouth full of teeth, and a big smile are all aspects that 
make the Crapaks brand: a cheerful and endearing world :D

The fabrics
Preferred materials are corduroy (wide or thin ribs), polar, 
mesh, and patterned cotton. The fabrics are colored and 
patterns are abstract and full of peps!

The ease of maintenance
Les Crapaks are robust and easy to wash: washing machine 
at low temperatures and no tumble-dry for the blankies, 
plain water and soap for the bags. Certified compliant with 
European safety standards.

Designed in Belgium
All the products, fabrics, and patterns are designed in 
Brussels, Belgium.
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